Note: I have quickly put together this summary for you based on my presentation notes. So
please accept it is just a set of notes and not a ‘white paper’.

Introduction
I’ve overseen more that 1,200 Supply Chain assignments, across most industries
and 23 countries. And at least 100 of those were related to Logistics Outsourcing.
SADLY…I OFTEN see Outsourcing go BADLY wrong.
But there are things you can do to make the chances of that very remote.
Well……I often think that Logistics Outsourcing is like a Marriage!
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Hopefully This ………
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I’ve seen a few like this. But sadly they can be the minority.
When it is successful, it comes down to good planning, good communication and
some compromise, just like a marriage.
I want your outsourcing to be like this…………..successful!
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NOT This ………
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Not like this. All too often when things go wrong, it’s your customers caught in the
middle wondering what happened!
So my focus today, is taking you from Pain to Gain. For both parties! Which is
actually the title of one of my books! I chose this topic, based on our recent client
surveys.
And I’ll be giving you a virtual ‘Blue Print’ on how to get there.
If you apply these approaches to your Outsourcing as I describe here, you’ll be on
track for massive improvement. And much less stress.
Now we can’t cover all industries or business types in a short summary like this. So
your job today, is to take some of the key points and work out how you can apply
them to YOUR business!
It doesn’t matter if you are a 3PL, or an outsourcing client, there are tips for
everyone here.
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Making the Right Choices
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So I’ll help you think about the right choices.
1. Is outsourcing right for you?
2. It doesn’t suit all businesses.
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Partner Selection
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I’ll talk about selecting your partners. Yes, some people do it like speed dating!
But you’ll soon realise there are smarter ways to go about finding your ideal
outsourcing partner.
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Planning ….
Not this way!....
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And I’ll talk about planning. Outsourcing can’t be rushed and success often hinges
on good planning.
I’ve seen too many take this approach and jump right in without too much thought.
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But THIS way?....
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We’ll discuss planning this way. Considered and thorough, to ensure success.
We’ll talk about the main things that can go wrong and the things you need to
plan for.

To Avoid This …
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And the aim ………..is to avoid this. Or worse still perhaps, a court case!
I’ve seen that happen a few times and in most cases it could have been easily
avoided.

What is Logistics Burea?
May of you are clients or have been clients of Logistics Bureau, but many might
not know us. So here’s a very brief snapshot.

Logistics Bureau

Supply Chain Strategy
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Business rationalisation (M&A)
Channel strategy
Regional planning
Supply chain synchronisation
Strategy alignment

Supply Chain Tactics
Business integration
Outsource/Insource/Offshore/Onshore
Asset deployment
Technology evaluation
Infrastructure development
Retail/Supplier alignment
Customer Service & CPFR

Supply Chain Operations

Retail
Healthcare
IT & Telco
Energy / Mining
3rd Party Logistics
Government

Sales & operations planning
Facility design
DC process improvement
Fleet utilisation
Integration/contract implementation
Technology implementation
Training

Supply Chain Optimisation
Cost to serve
Distribution network design
Functional audits
Customer contribution analysis
Supply chain audit

Supply Chain Execution
Project management

1,200 + Projects, 23 Countries, over 15 Years with Average Savings of $1.26m
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I started Logistics Bureau in 1997. We now have offices all around the region
and you can see the range of services on the right.
At the Strategic level we get involved in things like Mergers and Acquisitions and of
course, Supply Chain Strategy.
At the tactical level our focus is more on those key enabling aspects like technology
and asset management and of course OUTSOURCING
Then at the Operational level, where the rubber hits the road, we support all of the
key functional areas
And finally we provide a lot of support in execution or implementation.
I’ll share lots of stories and insights from our experience of over 1,200 projects in
23 countries. Though obviously names will be with held to protect innocent! And I
tend to ‘adapt’ case studies so don’t waste time and energy trying to work out who
the client was!
As part of the Logistics Bureau Group, we have Logistics Bureau Asia based in SE
Asia and Benchmarking Success. And we have just stated another business that is
focused on Supply Chain Education and Mentoring. That has just been launched:
http://supplychainschool.com Lot’s of people at our events jumped right on board
and joined!

So let’s get on with the topic.
I know everyone likes case studies rather than theory, so I’m going to tell you
three Outsourcing stories. I’m not going to try to cover the A-Z of
Outsourcing, that would take a couple of days……….or a Book!
But I want to do a bit of an 80/20 and cover what I’ve found to be the most critical
areas. And all of this will apply to outsourcing warehousing, transport, or indeed
any other service!

So we need to talk about both sides of the relationship don’t we? Or is FAILURE
always the fault of the 3PL?
Typical Outsourcing ‘Complaints’ !
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Poor Service
Lack of Improvement Focus
Lack of Expected Cost Reduction
Ineffective KPI Management
Poor IT Capability
Too Many HR Issues
Poor Project Management Skills
Lack of Business Process Integration
Poor Implementation
Inability to Form Meaningful Relationships
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Well, these are the typical complaints I hear about Outsourcing relationships. KEY
ones in RED.
There are ways to avoid all of this, BUT first……………some sobering facts……..
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55% of logistics outsourcing alliances
are terminated soon after the initial 3-5
year contract
WHY?

LACK OF CLEAR OUTSOURCING Technique
ABSENCE OF A SCIENTIFIC SELECTION Process
INEFFICIENT COSTING METHODOLOGY
UNCLEAR LEGAL DOCUMENTATION
LACK OF PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION Strategy
ABSENCE OF PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT Program
Source: Scientific Methodology 2012
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Look at these reasons for contract termination. It’s all down to PLANNING. We
need to look at these more closely.
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47% of shippers have recently switched 3PL or are
currently planning to change 3PL, of these, 31%
were changing because of Service and 16%
changing due to Cost

Source: 3PL Wire 2012
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And POOR Service coming up again.
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On an average of 24% of
outsourced companies
indicated that they would
be returning to insourcing
some of their logistics
activities,
and 36% of 3PL
respondents observe that
some of their customers
are insourcing certain
logistics activities.

Source: Supply Chain World 2011
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So there’s a trend back to insourcing. Which is CRAZY.
When we look at the reasons and benefits of Outsourcing you’ll understand why for
most companies it makes sense.
So it’s client dissatisfaction that is making them bring functions back in house.
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Tesco takes part of its
logistics in-house
Tesco has decided to take
some of its distribution
operations in-house,
resulting in the closure of
the Fastway distribution
centre in Daventry,
Northamptonshire, central
England, at the end of
March

Source: Supply Chain Jobz 201121

Even massive Businesses in terms of Logistics are taking some functions back in
house.
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Retailers consolidating with smaller panel of
operators

Technology investment
must keep pace with
consumer demands
Road transport has substitutes,
chiefly rail, which is cheaper but
lacks the flexibility offered by road

Driver shortages and an
ageing demographic have
presented
problems to transport
operators for many years
Source: ViewPoint 2009
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And we see this here in Australia. Large retailers in particular, consolidating their
logistics suppliers into a smaller more manageable number.
But this brings it’s own challenges to the INDUSTRY. How can logistics companies
maintain the investment required in technology, if contracts are short term and
may be lost to an in house option?
And driver shortage is a huge problem here.
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Transport and Storage Industry Compared
to All Industries 2011
Employment (This Industry)
16.8
33

Employment(past 5 years)%
20

Working part-time %
Aged 45 years or older %
Employment outside state
capital cities %

47

Employment (All Industries)

Education
No post School quals
VET Quals (Cert III +)
Bach Degree

Log
52%
29%
13%

Other
39%
30%
26%

13.1
37

Employment(past 5 years)%
30

Working part-time %
Aged 45 years or older %
Employment outside state
capital cities %

38
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This Chart is from our Annual State of Supply Chain Report for Australia. 2012 is
just being completed. Transport companies in particular know this problem.
Our workforce is ageing and no one wants to join the Logistics industry!
And our training and level of qualifications falls behind other Industries.
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“The Only Thing That Is Constant Is Change”

Heraclitus 500 BC
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So we have some challenges don’t we?
The Logistics services industry is finding it tough and is a bit nervous.
Clients can’t seem to get the right balance of cost and service
And it’s going to get harder to find good Transport and Logistics companies who
are investing in equipment and new technology and who are also able to maintain an
adequate workforce.
So if we’re going to Outsource, which is still a great strategy…………..let’s make
sure we get it RIGHT…………FIRST Time!
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“Making
Outsourcing
work for Your
Business”
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It’s not that hard to make it work, and to make it work well.
There will always be the unforeseen, but we can plan well enough and go through a
thorough process to avoid 99% of the risks!
So here we go………..
OK, Let’s get some interaction going. Here’s a question for YOU.
Come up with three benefits for Outsourcing Logistics. We’ll keep it simple and
stick to warehousing and transport.

Improved Service
Access to Expertise

Access to Technology

Economies of Scale?

Focus on Core

Reduced Op Costs

Fast Start Up

Gain Global Capability

Scalable

Gain Flexibility

So let me share a few of my thoughts and compare them.
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Move Fixed Costs to Variable Costs?
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Now these will not ALL apply to every business of course. Let’s just run through
them.

To Help you avoid the traps
And
Enjoy Outsourcing Success

3 Stories
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So I’d suggest that Logistics Outsourcing makes sense for MOST businesses.
And about 85% currently DO Outsource.
So let me take you through three stories to highlight what I think are the critical
things to get right.
Many of you will have read my email Bulletins, over the last couple of months If
you didn’t see them I can send them to you.
Just register your details here: http://www.logisticsbureau.com.au/FreeStuff
I wrote a series of three articles on Outsourcing that likened Outsourcing to a
Marriage. So we’ll take the same approach with our three stories.

Story 1 – Let’s Go Courting…….
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So we’ve decided to OUTSOURCE for whatever reason. We need to start the
preparation.
Firstly, what’s driving the decision, what outcomes are we looking for? And HOW
long do we expect this to take?
We might have existing assets or leases in place. Often companies want to tie in
with facility lease expiries or existing contract expiries.

Straw Poll
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Outsourcing a Warehouse………How long to allow?
From start ……..to ‘selection’’
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So let’s think for a moment about time frame.
Imagine we want to outsource a single warehouse operation. It’s in house
currently.
From making the decision to outsource…………..how long should we expect to
take…………to selecting our warehousing partner. Just the selection. We will do
contracts and implementation after that.
Have a think. Allow:
2 months
3 months
4 months
5 months
6 months
MORE than 6 months?

I would suggest 3-4 months as a MINIMUM!
So here’s the first story.
We want to Outsource
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……Now!

Last attempt failed …
Only have 2 months …
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Mr ‘S’ asked me to call into his offices 3 months ago.
His warehousing was in-house, with 6 warehouses Nationally. They tried
Outsourcing a few years ago and it was a dismal failure. We talked about what
went wrong.
It came down to picking the wrong partner sadly. He gave me a written brief and
an hour’s discussion, than asked for a proposal from us to assist them through the
process. He was getting three quotes from different consultants. We had never
met before, and he was asking me to assist in what I thought might be a risky
venture, due to short time frame, and he was shopping around for quotes. They
were a large well known company and might make a good client, but I was wary.
I asked that before I submitted a proposal, I be allowed to visit at least their
Melbourne warehouse. The warehouse manager was aware of the impending
outsourcing project, so that was good. I thought OK, I’ll check it out, but we’ll need
to get realistic on timing if we are to assist with this.
Transport was already outsourced and was operating OK, so no need to change.
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So I got to the warehouse. It was great. You can FEEL it as soon as you walk in.
The vibe. Efficient, well laid out, happy staff, really switched on warehouse
manager. It wasn’t a big operation, but seemed very good. Good use of
technology, store ready orders picked Nationally, lots of automation.
When I’m advising a company through Outsourcing, I first look for the potential
benefits. I couldn’t see ANY. I doubt there could be a head count reduction. The
operation although quite small, about 3,000 square metres, was quite complex and
obviously needed experienced staff to manage it.
It involved kitting, and bundling. I couldn’t see an obvious way that outsourcing
would deliver the cost saving Mr S expected. In fact I could see right away, why it
had failed in the past. The company they partnered with was TOTALLY unsuited to
this type of work.
So I made another appointment to see Mr S. To raise my concerns about the
viability of Outsourcing. Some of the commercial risks and the low potential for
cost savings. I wasn’t going to take on a project that would not deliver a good
outcome.
HIS REACTION?

Let’s Talk Viability … OK … Let’s Not !
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Not interested. He had an expectation of huge savings and was going to go
ahead with the outsourcing project.
I wished him GOOD LUCK! And we parted company.

Is Outsourcing Right for You ?
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So for Mr S, outsourcing did NOT make sense. His warehousing was quite
complex, highly seasonal through the month and relied on some smart technology
that they already had in place. It will be interesting to see the OUTCOME!
But for some businesses it makes PART sense.
I worked with a large technology company. It had 4 divisions. 2 were quite simple
‘big box’ storage and delivery. So outsourcing made absolute sense. But for the
other two, which were very technical and highly customer service focussed, it made
sense to keep them in house.
That can often be the best outcome. Outsource what a Logistics company CAN
do better than you, but keep the things that might be more of a CORE capability.

Story 1 - Lessons
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Is Outsourcing Right
for your Business?
Or part of it?
Do you have
realistic Expectations?
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So here are two key lessons from Story 1.
What about expectations?
Can you save costs? Sometimes…….
Particularly if the logistics company has core competencies, technology and
equipment that you don’t have. And also if their resources are being shared across
a number of contracts.
Can you improve service? Yes, Often you can. If you are open with your
expectations and planning with your Logistics partner, BEFORE you start the
contract.
Story 2 – The Search for ‘True Love’ …
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Now this is where many people screw things up Big Time.
So let’s be careful as we go through this story.

This story involves a very large CPG company that outsourced it’s warehousing
Nationally.

What kind of ‘Partner’ are you looking for?
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I’ve seen all kinds of approaches to finding Logistics partners. From searching the
Yellow Pages YES REALLY!
To approaching the ones the CEO recommended, because he liked them in his last
job
To putting a full page ad in the Newspaper.
There are better ways thank heavens. And I’ll highlight those shortly.
But one of the most critical things in outsourcing, relates to providing detailed
information.
Many 3PLs I know have entered into a contract, only to find the goal posts seemed
to quickly move?
This is why you CAN’T rush outsourcing. It takes time to do well.

Service ‘Blue Print’ is Critical
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What you want done..
To what standard …

38

A key part of the process is supplying a Blue Print to the logistics company. It’s
the same for warehousing or transport. We’ll use a warehousing example.
You need to specify precisely WHAT you want done and to WHAT standard.
So here we took another discussion break.

Discussion Question
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5 things to Include in the Service Specification?
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So we need to describe accurately in a service specification, what services we
require our outsourcing partner to provide.
This is really the Blue Print against which they will develop their solutions, resources
and costs.
Come up with 5 things you think will be important to include. You can pick
warehousing OR transport.

And here’s my List as a comparison.
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OVERVIEW OF SERVICES
Required Services
Optional Services
WAREHOUSE FACILITY
General DC Requirements
Warehouse Design – Environment Considerations
Location Of Facilities
Opening hours
SCOPE OF REQUIRED SERVICES
Receipt of Product
Storage of Product
Order Fulfilment: Pick and Despatch
Transportation
Returns
Product Recall and Waste Disposal
Value Add Services
Management
SCOPE OF OPTIONAL SERVICES
PLUS……
Raw Material Storage and Sampling
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
REQUIREMENTS FOR ALL SERVICES QUALITY ASSURANCE
Mandatory Compliance
IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAM
Security
INNOVATION & CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
Hygiene compliance
OUR DESIRED APPROACH TO PARTNERSHIP
Maintenance
ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT
Non-Conformance Management

Warehousing Spec
Example Headings …
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These are just the headings from an actual service specification. A typical one.
With two of our consultants and input from 3 or 4 key client staff, we prepared this
blue print.
It took a couple of weeks to do.
It ran to 56 pages, and had input from Operations, HR, IT, Quality and Legal.
And it had a complete data pack attached that included a product profile including
dimensions and weights, a customer profile showing delivery locations, a demand
profile showing customer order patterns, and an inventory profile showing storage
requirements through the year.
Why is that level of detail required? Because without it……the logistics company
can’t accurately resource and cost the contract. RESULT?
They pad out the cost of the contract to cater for the unknown. AND as the contract
is implemented, they get hit with the unknown and either incur additional costs or
come to you for a price increase. This DOES NOT need to happen with proper
preparation.
This is why logistics companies are quite happy when Logistics Bureau is
involved in facilitating outsourcing. Because it makes their job easier when it’s
done properly.
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Set your
expectations ……..
i.e.

Term
Commercials

Service
Penalties
Bonuses
Disputes
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Then the next part of the documentation that you are going to send out to your
potential partners, is a draft contract.
WHY? Because it gives you the chance to communicate right up front what your
commercial expectations are.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Interpretation
The Warehouse & Services
Fees & Charges
Productivity Improvements
Audit
Confidentiality
Acknowledgments And Warranties
Liability, Indemnities And Waivers
Performance & Material Breach
Term
Termination
Property, Risk And Insurance
Force Majeure
Industrial Relations
Dispute Resolution
Corporate Branding
Intellectual Property Rights
GST
General

Warehousing Contract
Example Headings …

SCHEDULES
A. Period Of Agreement
B. Addresses
C. Services
D. Payment Schedule
E. Code Of Business Principles
F. Key Performance Indicators
G. Warehouse Facilities & Resources
H. Standard Operating Procedures
I. Order Picking And Despatch
J. Management
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So again, here is an example contents page from a real warehousing contract.
Really important elements here are the KPIs. Showing what and how we’ll measure
performance.
And the fee structure. How you want to pay for services.
Common ones for warehousing being Cost PLUS. Fee for each service. Picking,
packing etc. Or a percentage of product sales value.
We won’t go into all of the options here, but I would avoid cost plus and
percentage of sales, favouring more of an activity based costing approach.

I actually have a YouTube video explaining all the ins and outs of these. Just go to
www.LogisticsBureau.com/FreeStuff
And you’ll find my YouTube channel at the top of the page.
Look for the one called Warehousing Contracts - Don’t make these mistakes!
And there are some others too about Outsourcing.
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Cost per Month
Cost per Hour

Cost per Drop

% of Sales

Maximums

Cost per Carton

Cost per Load

Overheads

Cost per Line

Cost per Order

Fixed v Variable

Cost per Pallet
Cost Plus

Minimums

It’s not all about the Rates ……..
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One thing people get really hung up on is the rates. The cost you pay for a
certain activity. We’ve got a great pallet rate, or we’ve got a great picking rate.
But you need to be careful about getting the right rates to drive the right
productivity and behaviours.
For example if you pay a rate for handling pallets in and handling pallets out,
that also incorporates the storage charge, the 3PL can suffer big time. What if
your stock levels increase?
Instead of pallets staying in the warehouse 6 weeks they now stay 12 weeks.
seen that many times.

I’ve

Even with large 3PLs, getting hit with huge additional costs.
What if you have a transport rate for delivery from your warehouses to your stores,
that is based on a truck rate. There is NO incentive for the transport company to
FILL The truck. Quite the opposite in fact. I’ve seen a major retailer with a rate
like that.
So make sure you pick the RIGHT rate structure and plan ahead for changes in
order or storage profile. Test the rates for sensitivity to change.
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OK, so we have the documents underway that will clearly lay out our needs and
expectations.
How do we actually go about finding our partners? It can depend on who you are.
For Government departments public tendering can often be the norm. Which is a
real lottery for those bidding. Which is why we tend not to get involved in
Government tenders!
Large corporates will normally be required to show they have adequately ‘tested’
the market, and will often ask a number of potential partners to tender.
All of this places a huge admin burden on the client as they manage and evaluate
many different suppliers and it also creates a huge amount of work for the
companies tendering.
A 3PL bidding on a mid size contract of say $10 million could easily spend
$250,000 preparing their bid.

So here’s my preferred approach. Accepting that your organisation may for
various valid reasons, require a broad market tender.

My Preference – In Order
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Do Your Research
& Approach the Most Suitable 1 ….
Closed Tender of 2 or 3

Closed Tender of 5-6
Maybe invite a couple of left field options

Broad Market Tender
Public Tender
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Number 1. Find out who you really want to work with, and start talking to them. If
you are worried about not ‘testing’ the market adequately. Benchmark your
expected costs. We can even do that for you.
Do you have a favourite doctor, hair dresser, mechanic? Why? Because you
TRUST them. It’s the same with logistics companies. You need to find one that you
are comfortable with and you feel you can TRUST.
Sometimes you might need to invite 2 or 3 companies to bid for your work. Maybe
you want to try a different player, or one with different approaches and
technologies.
Or sometimes you might want to give a chance to a smaller up and coming
player, but you don’t want to risk being left in a one horse race, with a lame
horse!
But where possible I would totally avoid the broad market tender and public
tender. You just look like an UNINFORMED buyer, you waste the time and money
of a lot of people and will end up with a poor reputation in the market place.
And in that VEIN, don’t go through a tender process to merely TEST the MARKET!
That’s unethical in my book and I would never knowingly be involved in it. There are
other ways to do it, like a contract audit or benchmarking.
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The complete documentation ……..

Service Specification
The RFQ Process
Draft Contract
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So the complete documentation might look like this.
The service specification, which is the Blue Print for potential suppliers to build
their solution against. Resourcing, costing and so on.
The RFQ process described in detail. Don’t make it a guessing game!
And the draft contract to outline how you want the relationship managed.

Partner Selection …….. Cross functional team 47
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Now let’s talk about the selection process, assuming you have a number of
potential suppliers.
A one word tip. OBJECTIVITY.
So first, make sure you have a cross functional team evaluating the supplier
responses. If you are clever, you’ve asked for a specific sequence in the response
document.

Then you have laid out a scoring matrix that follows the document ..exactly. But
always allow room for the suppliers to be creative and submit non conforming
solutions as well. You may well get a better outcome.
In our CPG example, the company had 9 people evaluating the responses!
Across a wide range of departments. My job was to merely facilitate the process so
they could make informed decisions. It’s certainly not the role of consultants to get
involved in the selection decision. The client needs to firmly own that! They will be
living with it.
So how to you enforce objectivity, for as long as possible?

Partner Selection …….. Objectivity
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By using a scoring matrix.
This is the one for our CPG example. It was prepared with the client’s input and
weighted according to their perception of importance. This one had 83 scoring
criteria.
That all followed the response template, so scoring was quite easy. The evaluation
team were briefed on how to go about the scoring and then the results were
consolidated. The results were then openly discussed with the whole evaluation
team.
OK, this is the objective part, and REALLY important. You cannot be swayed
early in the process by favourites or past relationships. This at least allows the right
level of DEBATE and puts team members on the SPOT, if their scores are vastly
different.
This at least gets you to the final; stages of selection with a fair degree of objectivity.
But the final selection, will often be down to gut feel! And that’s OK.

Some Anatomy 
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Neo Cortex
Language
Figures
Analysis

Limbic
Emotion
Feelings
‘Gut’ reactions
Decision Making
Can’t comprehend language!
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This has nothing to do with LOGISTICS…………..but it’s Interesting.
The outer part of the bran, the Neo Cortex deals with language, numbers, analysis.
That where the accountants live.
The Limbic part of brain deals with emotions, colours, feelings. That’s where the
artists live.
But guess which part of the brain makes decisions? The Limbic brain! BUYING a
HOUSE. Deciding to MARRY. Those decisions are all made in the Limbic brain.
Ask someone why they married their partner, and they’ll find it hard to articulate. It
probably just ‘felt’ right.
This is where ‘gut’ feel comes from, and it’s usually right!
Interesting the Limbic part of the brain has no concept of language or
analysis……….
So get that done in the Neo Cortex first…………..then let your ‘gut’ make the final
decision from your short list!
I have seen this in practice many times in selecting Outsourcing Partners, where the
client selected a partner because it ‘felt’ right. The people ‘felt’ right. The solution
‘felt’ right….

Story 2 - Lessons
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Share the ‘Detail’

Evaluate Objectively
Invite ‘Selectively’
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So here’s what we learnt from Story 2.

Story 3 …….. After the Honeymoon ….
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Story 3. This is where all the planing will pay off.
Sadly this time it’s a disaster story about a 3PL.
Who rushed into a new contract, through eagerness and the desire for new
business. And maybe to a degree, because the client pushed them too fast.
It all ended in tears. And a court case was only narrowly avoided!

Things can Change … be prepared …
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You need to be ready for changes. Stuff happens. So think ahead and plan for it.
Test your outsourcing solutions to see what might happen if things change.
What if volumes increase or decrease? What’s the impact on costs and rates?
What if you acquire a new business, expand or reduce your range?
That’s what happened to the poor 3PL in this story. The SKU profile changed.
And hence the storage profile. Double the amount of products! And half the
inventory for each.
More widgets, but less of each. It nearly sent the 3PL broke. The whole
solution and cost base was developed for a different operation! In hind sight they
should have worked through these potential changes. But both parties rushed too
quickly to get married. We ended up being the marriage counsellor to help them
separate without too much anxiety and business disruption.
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Communication is Essential – All Levels
Operational …
Tactical …
Strategic …
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Communication is vital. Once you first decide on outsourcing, through the
selection and implementation process, and then forever more!
Don’t hide stuff, share concerns, within the bounds of confidentiality share potential
future plans. Secrecy and hiding bad news just ends in tears.
And make sure communication happens at all levels, operationally, account
management, and at a more senior level.
I always recommend setting in place regular scheduled meetings with a fixed
agenda.
What you Measure … Drives Behaviour
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You’ll remember right at the outset, we made sure that we put the right KPIs in
our service specification and contract. The ones that would drive the right business
outcomes for both parties. Well here’s a simple example.
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Measuring Results – KPI Examples

‘End Game’ Focussed ..
S. I.

Service

L1

Cost

On Shelf Availability

Supply Chain $ as % Sales

L2

Store OSA

DC
Availability

SIFOT

DIFOT

L3

DC Units /
Direct Hr

DC Direct $ per
Unit

DC Total $ per
Unit

Total Direct
Supply Units

DC $ as %
Sales

Sec Tpt $ as Prim Tpt as % COGS as %
% of Sales
of Sales
of Sales

Inv $ at Cost

Level 3 Example
Total DC Units

Total DC Hours Forecast Vol
v Actual Vol

Lost Time

Labour
Retention

Note: Example only. Specific KPIs will depend on industry and business.
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Firstly, Key Performance Indicators must be outcome focused. So for example, if
stock availability is essential to us in our retail stores, then let’s measure it! All the
things that affect it. On Shelf Availability at the store. Availability at the DC.
Supplier delivery performance. DC to store delivery performance.
Then at the next level down, measure the things that have an impact on the top
level KPIs. Get the idea. Measure what’s important. At the top level, I would only
be measuring 3 or 4 things.

Story 3 - Lessons
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Expect Change
Communicate
Measure the Right Stuff
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So here are our lessons from story 3 and the poor 3PL who almost went broke.
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Summary
Is Outsourcing Right
for your Business?
Do you have
realistic Expectations?
Be Targeted & Objective
Communicate!
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So here are our key tips. It’s not hard to get right. Just don’t rush, be clear on
WHY you are Outsourcing. Make sure you have REALISTIC Expectations. Try to
be objective in the early stages of selection at least. And COMMUNICATE.
Communication is the key to a great outsourcing relationship, just like a great
marriage!
So hopefully you’ve picked up a couple of tips or ideas that can help you.
That’s certainly been my aim.
Thank You

Best Regards
Rob O’Byrne
robyrne@logisticsbureau.com

